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—HILLARY CLINTON
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Proven corporate success Local & global progress BUT Discrimination persists

INTRODUCTION
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Including traditionally “male-only” roles

Impact of lobby groups, laws, equal opportunity policies

Pressure, progressive views, societal views, male leaders’ 
scandals (e.g. Enron)
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1 Judged more than a man, and if you are not 
cute you do not care about your job.

Wrong Expectations

2 Personal life tends to suffer due to work 
commitments. 

Work-Life Balance

3 A man or another woman who refuses to 
take orders from a female boss. (Work 
around the one who behaves as such).

Ego Clashes

4 Men advance faster as the society believes 
that women are “incompetent”. (Need to 
work harder/get close to decision makers).

Climbing the career ladder

CHALLENGES



5 Afraid of making a mistake, fear of failure. 
Poor performing companies may be given a 
lady CEO so that she may fall of the cliff.

Fear

6 Some ladies work so well that they get 
paralyzed by their perfectionist tendencies. 

Perfectionist tendencies

7 The virtually inaudible question “Who am I 
to…?”

Believe in yourself

8 An internal conflict between being perceived 
as a respected leader versus a bossy woman.

Shifting from being judgmental 
to yourselves

CHALLENGES



9 Black women struggle and find it hard to 
make it to the top. Be smart/beat them at 
their game. 

Race and Ethnicity 

10 Think positively about yourself and move on. Pick 
up on a team to work with – inside circle. 

Removing negative energy

12 Common today. Seducing you with sexy 
remarks/ emails/ pictures/ wrong touching. 
Ensure that there are company policies to 
deal with such. Ask during interview.

Sexual Harassment

CHALLENGES

11 Coming back to the workforce after being a 
caregiver.

Returning to the workforce



African Union
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Being the only woman

Communicating with male counterparts

Questions that men don’t get asked

Being a pregnant CEO 



Personal life | Career | Community | Work
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BALANCE & EXPECTATION

Family

Board

Organization 

Maternity plans

Pregnancies, feeding babies, 
caregiving
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“

Sherly Sandberg

It will take women at all levels, including the top to 
change the conversation to make sure women’s voices 

are heard and heeded, not overlooked and ignored




